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No one knows technology solutions like Stratix.

Backup and Disaster Recovery:  more than just an IT issue
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Understanding the dangers of technology failure

There are good reasons why backup and disaster recovery are usually considered to fall under the purview of IT. Think about how

difficult it is to do your own job when there’s a problem with your smartphone, your computer, or your shared databases. Suddenly,

you have to create or remember workarounds — while simultaneously trying to get your devices and data restored.

Now imagine how some or all of your law firm would—or wouldn’t—continue to function if hit by a larger IT outage that made your

data, and possibly also the applications that create and use this data unavailable. There goes your email. Possibly also your phone

system. Documents, databases, sales orders, billing, customer support, scheduling.

How much productivity would you lose for every day and hour without essential data? How many existing customers and repeat

business might be put at risk due to an extended outage? How many new clients would you fail to win during the downtime? What

impact could this have on your firm’s reputation? On its bottom line?

Most law firms today would quickly grind to a halt without the key documents, data and records they rely

on to conduct day-to-day business. The cloud and managed IT services have made technology a highly

reliable proposition for smaller law firms. However, just because outages have become less likely doesn’t

mean they can’t wreak havoc on a law firm that isn’t adequately prepared. It’s also important to remember

technological infrastructure isn’t the only point of failure that business owners need to consider.
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One key part of establishing backup and disaster recovery plans is identifying your data priorities:

Recovery Point Objective (RPO) — what parts of your data does your law firm need to regain access to as quickly as possible in

order to continue/resume operating? While ideally you don’t want to lose any data, the odds are that much of your data is older,

even archived, and not immediately needed.

Recovery Time Objective (RTO)— how soon do you need to regain access to your RPO? Within a day? Two hours? Ten minutes?

Even less?

In implementing backup and disaster recovery, don’t neglect the applications that use the

data, and the computers these run on. Standard notebook computers can provide office/web

software, but you may also want a solution provider that can host and run your business

critical applications or provide virtualized solutions.
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Protecting your physical information

According to an IDC study, 58 percent of law firms still rely on paper documents for critical business processes. The most advanced IT

system in the world isn’t going to be helpful if your business loses the physical, hard-copy files that it needs to operate effectively.

Many of the paperwork-heavy functions within a business are also the ones that would be most disrupted by a loss of key

documents. Consider, for example, if your law team were to lose all of its financial records or accounts payable/receivable

documents.

In order to take advantage of an effective disaster recovery plan everything you need to keep your law firm running needs to be

backed up. Fortunately it has become simple to convert physical documents to a digital format. You can even have the conversion

done for you if your people don’t have the time.

Digitizing your old records provides added benefits beyond security and business continuity as well. Moving to digital workflows can

help you avoid productivity-sapping processes that are slowing your law firm down and frustrating your employees.

The problem with paper-based records is that they are inherently difficult to back up, and

impossible to recover if they haven’t been. There are a lot of things that can go wrong when a

law firm relies on critical records that are being kept in a filing cabinet or off-site storage.

Fire, theft, misfiling, water damage; any number of events can render your paper records

unsalvageable.
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The non-technical side of business continuity

Responding to data loss and computer outages require more than just a technical plan.

Don’t look at backup and disaster recovery as yet another security and law expense that, if you’re lucky, you’ll never use. In your

business, these precautions may be necessary to satisfy government and industry compliance regulations. Many backup and

disaster recover solutions can also be part of document management, mobility access, and collaborative distance working activity

— activities your company can benefit from on a daily basis. Data loss and computer outages happen. IT’s crucial to prepare for the

worst and manage your documents more effectively to keep your law firm up and running.

And that’s where we can help.

Have a question? Get an answer.

Whether you need support or just have a question, our experienced systems experts would be happy to answer your questions,

help you explore your options and develop customized solutions for you. Call us toll-free 1-800-444-2943 and learn more at

www.stratixsystems.com.

• Do you have lists of key phone numbers, addresses, email

addresses and more, for employees, outside suppliers,

and important customers? Make sure you keep current

copies printed out, in easily findable folders or binders.

• Do you have policies and procedures for notifying

customers and partners when an incident has the

possibility of impacting them directly?

• Do you have a clear plan in place for how to proceed in

during an outage? Have your employees been trained on

their roles?

• Have you developed a crisis communications plan that

can be executed in the event of a serious or prolonged

problem? What about a social media plan and customer

response protocols?
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About Stratix Systems

Stratix Systems has also earned certification as a Pros Elite 100 dealer in the region. This award certification recognizes the top-shelf

achievement and client service of the top 100 service organizations in the country, and Stratix Systems is the only organization holding the

Pros Elite certification in the region. In fact, very few providers in the region can match the vast array of total business solutions and

responsive service available from Stratix Systems. It’s no wonder why Stratix Systems is the partner-of-choice for over 6,500 organizations

throughout Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

Stratix Systems IT services are powered by LYNX Computer Technologies, a Stratix Systems company. Over the past 20+ years, as the

technology industry developed at an unprecedented rate, LYNX grew to become one of the largest, most respected IT organizations in

the region. Led by LYNX, Stratix Systems delivers enterprise-level IT services, primarily for small and medium sized businesses: managed IT

services and full-service information technology implementations and integrations. Our expertise includes highly reliable local and

wide-area network platforms, cloud solutions, network and server disaster recovery, network security products and services, firewall

security appliances, antivirus products, anti-spam/anti-virus perimeter services, Internet monitoring and filtering solutions, computer and

networking hardware, desktop and network operating system software, on-going technical support, repair and training — the full range

of reliable, experienced enterprise-level IT support our clients need and want.
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Portions of this document originally appeared in a white paper authored by Worldox®.

Stratix Systems is one of the region’s leading technology solutions partners. With offices in

Reading, the Lehigh Valley, Philadelphia, Central Pennsylvania and Central and Northern

New Jersey — and over 120 IT professionals — Stratix Systems has the people, resources and

experience to deliver the IT, content management, document management and imaging

support clients need: where, when and how they need it.


